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A method for calculating the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction in topological magnetic systems has been developed. It can be used to calculate
stable states and minimum energy paths that determine the magnetic transition in chiral magnetic structures. Instead of directly summing the dipole
interactions between magnetic moments/magnetic elements, we solve a local equation for demagnetizing fields. The states corresponding to the
local energy minimum can be found using the Lagrange method for the conditional extrema. The efficiency of the algorithm has been demonstrated
by calculating the dependence of the size and shape of magnetic skyrmions and anti-skyrmions on the magnitude of magnetization.
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1.

Introduction

Chiral magnetic structures have attracted much attention in recent years due to the discovery in these systems of
localized non-collinear states that can move very rapidly under the action of a spin-polarized electric current [1, 2].
In micromagnetic models, these states cannot be destroyed by continuous transformation of magnetization, and it is
believed that they are topologically protected from thermal fluctuations [3,4]. In real systems magnetic moments localized on the site of discrete lattice and it is possible to say only about topological stabilization. In lattice model stability
of such system can be estimated on the basis of transition state theory (TST) for magnetic degrees of freedom [5, 6].
Usually, the properties of skyrmions (Sk), as well as other topological structures, are studied within the framework of the Heisenberg-type Hamiltonian, which includes exchange, anisotropy, external magnetic field, and the
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) [5]. All these interactions decay rapidly with distance. This model correctly
describes, for example, small Sk in thin PdFe films on the Ir (111) surface, observed experimentally [7]. However,
such Sk are stable only at very low temperatures of the order of 10 K. Sk stable at room temperature in ferromagnetic (FM) materials are larger in size, and to describe their behavior it is necessary to take into account the magnetic
dipole-dipole interaction which is responsible for the creation of demagnetizing fields. In the first approximation, this
interaction can be introduced into the theory by renormalizing the anisotropy parameters [8]. However, more accurate
calculations of the energy associated with demagnetizing fields are needed to describe the topological structures of
micron sizes [9] and especially three-dimensional magnetic systems [10, 11]. Moreover, the stability of Sk with a size
of 100 nm and more, according to [12], is always determined by the dipole-dipole interaction. So, if we want to have
small stable Sk as future bits of computer memory, we must accurately evaluate the contribution of the demagnetizing
fields. The development of methods for manipulating the dipole interaction in magnetic micro- and nanostructures and
theoretically estimating its contribution to energy is very important for practical applications, since it allows one to
control the size and stability of topological systems. Suppression of the dipole interaction in antiferromagnetic (AF)
and ferrimagnetic chiral structures, for example, made it possible to create Sk of about 10 nm in size that are stable at
room temperature [13]. Small room temperature Sk in artificial antiferromagnets, also use the reduction of stray fields
in multilayer systems with AF interlayer coupling [14].
The lifetime of the topological states of systems without strong dipole interaction at an arbitrary temperature can
be evaluated using standard TST approach. It was done for Sk in AF [15] and for small-size Sk in ferromagnetic (FM)
materials [6]. Such calculations for FM micromagnetic structures are a challenging problem due to the number of
degrees of freedom and need to correctly take into account the dipole-dipole interaction. There are effective methods
for calculating the saddle points on the energy surface and the activation energy of Sk annihilation for systems containing millions of magnetic moments [16]. But even the calculating the energy surface for systems with a significant
contribution from the dipole-dipole interaction and demagnetizing fields is still a very difficult task.
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Below, we present an efficient algorithm for calculating the demagnetizing field and show its efficiency by the
example of calculating Sk and antisyrmions (ASk) in a FM system with different saturation magnetization.
2.

Micromagnetic and discrete models

The magnetic texture in the micromagnetic approach will be described by the vector field m(r), where r is the
coordinate of a point in the magnetic sample, and m is the unit vector in the direction of the local magnetization at this
point. The local magnetization value is a fast variable and is assumed to be equal to the fixed saturation magnetization
Ms . Below we consider a thin film modeled by the part of the x-y plane Ω = [0, d]2 with periodic boundary conditions.
The energy E of the magnetic state is expressed in terms of the energy density w as follows:
Z
E = w(r)dr, w = wex + wDM I + wK + wdemag ,
Ω

where we take into account contribution of exchange wex , DMI wDM I , anisotropy wK and demagnetizing field
wdemag . Assuming that the exchange is isotropic:
2 
2

∂m
∂m
2
2
+
,
wex = tA(∇m) , (∇m) =
∂x
∂y
here A is the exchange stiffness and t is the film thickness. For simplicity, consider uniaxial anisotropy with an easy
axis perpendicular to the film (parallel to the ẑ axis):
wK = −tK(m · ẑ)2 ,

where parameter of anisotropy K > 0 . The DMI energy is expressed in terms of Lifshitz invariant
∂mk
∂mk
(i)
(x)
Ljk = mj
− mk
, wDM I = t(Dx Lxz
+ Dy L(y)
yz ).
∂j
∂i
If Dx = Dy = D, meta(stable) states of Sks can exist in the system, if Dx = −Dy = D, then ASks can be formed.
The exchange stiffness and the anisotropy constant are independent of the magnetic texture and are the same for both
Sk and ASk structures. Micromagnetic parameters are selected according to [17] to be
t = 0.6 (nm) ,

A = 16 (pJ/m),
3

4

K = 200 (kJ/m3 ),

D = 2 (mJ/m3 ).

(1)

Saturation magnetization Ms varies from 10 to 4 · 10 (A/m).
The energy of the demagnetizing field is determined by its density:
µ0
wdemag = − Ms m · Hdemag ,
2
where Hdemag is the demagnetizing field, which can be found from the Maxwell equations:
∇ · B = 0,

∇ × Hdemag = 0,
where B = µ0 (Hdemag + Ms m) is the induction of the demagnetizing field. The second condition can be satisfied
introducing the potential Φ of the field: Hdemag = −∇Φ. From the first condition we have:
∇ · Hdemag = −Ms ∇ · m.

Therefore the potential Φ can be found from the Poisson equation:

∇2 Φ = Ms ∇ · m.

(2)

It is worth noting that in three dimensions the equation can be solved in terms of the Green’s function:
Z
Z
r − r0
∇r0 · m(r0 ) 0
dr
=
M
m(r0 ) ·
Φ(r) = −Ms
dr0 .
s
0
4π|r − r |
4π|r − r0 |3
Restoring the demagnetizing field from the potential and substituting the result into the energy density, we obtain the
standard expression for the energy of the dipole-dipole interaction:
Z
r − r0
3(m(r0 ) · ∆)(m(r) · ∆) − m(r0 ) · m(r) 0
dr
,
∆
=
wdemag (r) = −µ0 Ms2
.
(3)
4π|r − r0 |3
|r − r0 |
To compute the dipole-dipole energy, it is necessary to sum over all pairs of magnetic moments in the system, which
is computationally expensive. To overcome this difficulty, the Fourier transform is often used, which converts the
convolution in the expression for energy to multiplication with a function; however, the approach is applicable only
to simple domain such as a square or a cube. Another method for calculating the demagnetizing energy is to obtain
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the demagnetizing field numerically, which in many cases is faster than using the Green’s function. This approach has
been previously used with finite element discretization. Below we develop a finite-difference discretization method
that leads to an lattice-type model of the magnetic system.
The state is specified by the directions of the magnetic moment Sn , determined at the sites of the square lattice
n. Let’s denote by rn the site position n. The energy in the lattice representation contains the same contributions as
above:
E = Eex + EDM I + EK + Edemag .
Each energy contribution is an approximation of the integral in the micromagnetic model above, rewritten in terms
of the values of the magnetic moments m ≈ Sn localized near points r ≈ rn . For example energy of anisotropy
becomes:
X
EK = −K
(Sn · ẑ)2 .
n

Anisotropy constant in lattice model K is proportional to K, but it also depends on the size of integration cell. If n are
points of a square lattice with lattice constant a, then K = Ka2 t.
Derivatives in expressions for wex and wDM I can be estimated by finite differences:


Sn1 − Sn Sn2 − Sn
,
,0 ,
∇m(rn ) =
a
a
where Sn1 and Sn2 are nearest neighbors magnetic moment to Sn along x-axis and y-axis, respectively. Eliminating
constant addenda in exchange energy contributions, we get:
2

2
∂m(rn )
≈ 2 (1 − Sn1 · Sn ) , . . .
∂x
a
the Heisenberg exchange energy is obtained in the following form:
X
Eex = −J
Sn · Sk ,
hn,ki

where the Heisenberg exchange constant J = 2At, and the sum is taken over all pairs hn, ki of magnetic moments
(each pair is taken only once). Similarly, the DMI energy can be expressed as follows:
X
EDM I = −
Dn,k · (Sn × Sk ),
hn,ki

where all DM vectors Dn,k have the same length D > 0 and are directed along ŷ, if k is on the right to n, and along
−x̂, if k is above n; here x̂, ŷ are basis vectors of x and y axes. The DM vectors are connected to the micromagnetic
model by the identity |D| = Da. In simulation we used 100 × 100 square lattice with the following parameters:
a = 4 (nm), J = 1.92 · 10−20 (J/bond), D = 4.8 · 10−21 (J/bond), K = 1.92 · 10−21 (J/spin).

(4)

The demagnetizing energy is discretized accordingly to:
µ0 µ X
Hn · Sn ,
Edemag = −
2 n

where µ = Ms a2 t is value of magnetic moment, and Hn ≈ Hdemag (rn ) is the demagnetizing field at the point rn .
The demagnetizing field is found from a discretization of Poisson equation (2). We use a five-point stencil for the
second derivatives with respect to x and y, which gives us a Laplacian of the form ∆2 Φ ≈ a−2 LΦ, where

−Φx−2,y + 16Φx−1,y − 30Φx,y + 16Φx+1,y − Φx+2,y
12
−Φx,y−2 + 16Φx,y−1 − 30Φx,y + 16Φx,y+1 − Φx,y+2
+
,
12
here (x, y) are coordinates of the moment n on the square lattice. Approximating divergence ∇ · m(rn ) ≈ a−1 GSn
in r.h.s of (2) with central finite differences:
Sx+1,y − Sx−1,y
Sx,y+1 − Sx,y−1
GSx,y =
+
,
2
2
we obtain the Poisson equation in the discrete form:
LΦx,y =

LΦ = aMs GS.
The last equation is a system of linear algebraic equations, which gives solution upto additive constant. It is convenient
to impose additional restriction on value of Φ at arbitrary point, e.g. Φ0,0 = 0. Then, formally, the potential can be
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F IG . 1. Contributions of different interactions in the total energy (left) and dependencies of the total
energy (solid circles) and radius (crosses) (right) for Sk in the Sk lattice on the saturation magnetization Ms Metastable states are computed in 100 × 100 lattice with periodic boundary conditions and
lattice constant 4 nm. Film thickness t is set to 0.6 nm, and J = 1.92 · 10−20 J/bond, D = 0.25J,
K = 0.1J.

F IG . 2. Single Sk (left) and ASk (right) from the magnetic texture of a square lattice with a distance
between Sk (ASk) equal to 400 nm. Simulation is carried out for a 100 × 100 square lattice with a
lattice constant a = 4 (nm) for the parameters J = 1.92 · 10−20 J/bond, D = 0.25J, K = 0.1J,
Ms = 0.4M A/m. Only part of moments is shown to make the figure readable. The colors encode
the direction of the magnetic moments: green - up, red - down.

found as Φ = aMs L−1 GS, and the demagnetizing field is given by H = −Ms QL−1 GS, where Q is gradient
expressed in terms of central finite differences:


Ux+1,y − Ux−1,y Ux,y+1 − Ux,y−1
QUx,y =
,
,0 .
2
2
It is worth noting, that the demagnetizing field obtained as a solution of the discretized Poisson equation does not
coincide with the common expression for dipole-dipole interaction in lattice model, obtained as discretization of (3):
−

µ X 3(Sn · ∆)(Sk · ∆) − Sn · Sk
rn − rk
, where ∆ =
,
4π
|rn − rk |3
|rn − rk |
n,k

though the energies coincide in the continuous limit. Numeric solution to the discrete version of the Poisson equation
can however be found much faster, than direct summation in dipolar interaction or as inversion of matrix L.
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F IG . 3. ASk crossection along lattice generator for various values of saturation magnetization Ms .
ASk radius grows as Ms increases. The increase is due to a shift of the domain wall on the boundary
of ASk rather than scaling of the particle shape without dipole interaction. The core part of the ASk
is formed of spins perfectly aligned opposite to FM phase orientation. The domain wall width is
also increases for larger magnetization, but slower than radius.
3.

Chiral states in demagnetizing field

In addition to the well-studied Sk magnetic structures, in recent years, ASk have attracted attention [9, 17]. There
are many similarities between these textures, which makes it easy to predict the properties of ASks based on the
well-known properties of Sks. The texture of magnetization for Sk and ASk can be matched to each other using the
transformation:
mx ↔ mx , my ↔ −my , mz ↔ mz .

Without demagnetizing fields the mapping preserves energy, if DM constants are transformed in the same way as the
magnetization. Consequently, a small Sk and an ASk have the same energy surfaces and stability against thermal
fluctuations. However, for a large size chiral states, the dipole-dipole interaction plays an important role. The demagnetizing fields for Sk and ASk are significantly different, have different symmetries, leading to distinct shapes of the
magnetic structures for a large dipole-dipole interaction.
In this section, we compute (meta)stable Sk and ASk states in the presence of demagnetizing field using the lattice
model developed in the previous section. The micromagentic parameters given by (1) are chosen according to [17].
Numerical analysis was carried out for a square lattice of 100 × 100 cells with a lattice constant of 4 (nm). Periodic
boundary conditions were applied for both axes, which led to a significant contribution to the energy of dipole-dipole
interaction between images of a particle lying on opposite sides of the boundary. Our model is close to modeling
the Sk (ASk) lattice with a distance between individual Sk (ASk) 400 (nm), in contrast to the model in [17], where
isolated objects were considered. The size of a Sk without dipole interaction is much smaller than the size of a
domain, therefore, its energy, radius and shape are practically not affected by an increase in the simulated volume. For
a sufficiently large value of Ms , which determines the strength of the dipole interaction, the size of Sk becomes larger,
and the contribution of the long-range dipole interaction increases. Therefore, Sk cannot be considered isolated.
Metastable Sk and ASk states were computed using custom optimizer based L-FBGS method. Iterations of LBFGS method were applied only to magnetic moment directions Sn , while demagnetization field potential Φ was
computed on each iteration by another solver. In [18] it was shown that L-BFGS method significantly increase convergence speed even for minimum energy path computation. The potential Φ was obtained for given moments Sn
as solution do discrete Poisson equation by conjugate gradient method, using the potential from previous iteration as
an initial approximation. The method demonstrated reasonable convergence rate, providing solution with l∞ norm
of gradient less than 10−5 J in 1000 iterations for most considered states. Operations on magnetic moments Sn were
performed in Cartesian coordinates as stated in the previous section, that differs from commonly used representation of
spins in spherical coordinates, stereographic projections [10] or using rotation matrices [19]. Computations in Cartesian coordinates are simple and often faster than usage of other coordinates, see [20]. To take into account constrains
on value of magnetic moments, gradients of energy over Sn should be projected to the tangent space of the constrains
manifold. Equivalently Lagrange function can be introduced for energy and on Lagrange multiplier for each constrain
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S2n = 1, then numerical optimization can be applied to the Lagrange function. To ensure that constrains are satisfied,
after each iteration of L-BFGS every direction Sn should be divided by its length.
We computed (meta)stable Sk state for saturation magnetization in range Ms = 0.05 − 0.45 (MA/m). Increasing
the magnetization, preserving other exchanges constant, increases the role of demagnetizing field in stabilization of
the solitonic state. Increase of Ms decrease total energy of the Sk lattice in non-linear manner, leading to rapid drop
in energy about Ms = 0.4 (MA/m) making Sk lattice ground state for larger Ms , as shown in Fig. 1. The radius of Sk
grows moderately for Ms below 0.3 (MA/m), after the threshold Sk size grows rapidly being restricted by repulsion
between Sk in Sk lattice. Energy (as well as separate contributions) demonstrates perfect linear dependence on the Sk
radius for considered values of Ms , see Fig. 1. In contrast to [17] DMI interaction contribute more in absolute value
than demagnetizing field, due to partial cancellation of dipole-dipole interaction with other Sk in the Sk lattice.
Sk preserves its circular shape even for large Ms . In contrast ASk changes its shape to a square one for large Ms ,
see e.g. shape of ASk and Sk in the corresponding lattice for Ms = 0.3 (MA/m) in Fig. 2. The same behaviour was
observed in [17]. Shape dependence on saturation magnetization is show in Fig. 3. It can be seen that central part of
the ASk is almost precisly in ferromagnetic state, with spins however directed opposite to ferromagnetic phase outside
of the Sk. The central “core” part of ASk expands as Ms grows, but domain-wall part of the ASk increases its width
moderately. The behaviour is similar to change in anisotropy as expected, since effective anisotropy is commonly used
to describe part of the effect of the demagnetizing fields.
4.

Conclusion

We have described an approach to computation the demagnetization fields in the framework of the widely used
discrete-lattice magnet model. This approach can provide a faster alternative to dipole-dipole interaction computation
used e.g. in MuMAX [21] and in OOMMF [18, 22]. The approach has been applied to study square lattices ASk and
Sk, and the results are in qualitative agreement with the analysis of isolated ASk (Sk) in [17].
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